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It has been generally recongnized, overtly or implicitly, that business 

cycles punctuated by crises are phenomena related somehow to the economic 

system which we call capitalism.2 We are brought to an awareness of this 

connection especially when we are faced with the problem of effective 
measures of control over undesired fluctuations. Theorists who have tackled 
the problern of business cycles, however, have not only laid different 
emphases on this general point, but also have differed rather widely in 
what they meant by the same phrase. In fact, it may not be unfair to say 
that only a few of them have explored the point in a systematic fashion 
with explicit awareness. The purpose of this paper is to recount and 
appraise two outstanding attempts in this direction : Professor Schumpeter's 

and Karl Marx's. 
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l This was originally written in 1941 while the author was at Harvard University. Although 

Dr. W. J. Baumol has recently dealt with this problem (Econolltic Dyna,ttics, Macmillan, 1951, 

Chapter Three The Dynamics of Marx and Schumpeter), I find that he did not delve far 
enou*"h into the loglcal connection between the business cycle phenomena and the capitalist 
system of production as developed by the two authors. Therefore, I venture to publish this 
somewhat outdated article exactly in the form I wrote it more than ten years ago. At the 
time, I was indebted especially to Drs. P. M. Sweezy and Oscar Lange for helpful suggestions. 

2 It sufiices here tD quote only two prominent s_cholars in this fleld, Wesley Mltchell and 

Gottfried Haberler. The former wrote in Business Cycles, The Problem and Its Setting: 
" usiness cycles do not become a prominent feature of economic experience in any community 

until a large proportion of its members have begun to llve by making and spendin*" money incomes. 

On the other hand, such cycles seem to appear in all countries when economic activity 
becomes organized predominantly in this fashion. These observations suggest that there is an 

organic connection between that elaborate form of economic organization which we may 
call ' business economy,' and recurrent cvcles of prosperity and depressiori." (p. 182) 

Haberler wrote in Prosperity a,rd Depressiow : 

"We believe that a very general theory of the most important aspects of the cycles can 
be evolved, which will not on the one hand be so formal as to be useless for practical purposes, 

while, on the other hand, it will have a very wide field of application. The precise conditions 

of its applicability. . . relates to monetary and banking arrangements, the wage-pnce system 
and some elementary technological facts . . . all deeply rooted in our present individualistic 

money-price economy." (The 1937 edition, p. 178) 
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It is not too much to say that in Professor Schumpeter we find an 
awareness of the inseparable connection of business cycles and the capitalist 

process carried to a most systematic and elaborate form. The subtitle to 
his work; Busilaess Cycles,3 placed in apposition, reads : "A theoretical, 

historical, and statistical analysis of the capitalist process " ; and the very 

first sentence which ushers us into the volume is again his major theme. in 

succinct formulation, to wit : "Analyzing business cycles means neither 
more nor less than analyzing the economic process of the capitalist era." 

Let us, then, distil his imposing structure and try to grasp the crucial link 

by which capitalism and business cycles are inseparably connected in his 

theory. 
There seems to be little question that the concept of i,eteovatiole 

holds the key to the theoretical edifice of Professor Schumpeter. He 
. to make the facts of in-himself proposes as his "analytic intention . . 

novation the basis of our model of the process of economic change." 4 
When thus informed, we are less concerned, for our purpose, with the 
precise content of the term innovation than with its relation to capitalism. 

We ask : Is innovation, as such, the facts of occurrence characteristic 
owly of capitalism ? Although he harps on the fact that innovation is what 

dominates the picture of capitalistic life, 5 and although he stresses the 

point that it is a factor of change ie4ternal to the economic system, his 
answer is unequivocal : i,ce40vatiow is eeo more covtfileed to capitalist society 

tha'n ch,oneges i,e tastes are.6 If, therefore, business cycles are uniquely 

associated ¥vith capitalism in Professor Schumpeter's scheme of explanation, 

we must look elsewhere for the crucial connecting link. 
This we seem to find in what he calls "the monetary complement 

of innovation " ; i.e., credit creation. On the one hand, we note that 
he qualifies his definition of capitalism 7 by .stressing in particular the 

element of credit creation.8 Neither the system of private property nor 
the element of entrepreneurship constitutes the distinguishing mark of 

* Betsi,,tess Cycle~, McGraw-Hill, 1939. 

' Ibid., pp. 86-7. Also cf. "Surely nothing can be more plain Dr even more trite common 
sense than the propositlon that innovation, as conceived by us, is at the center of practically 

all the phenomena, difHculties, and problems of economic life in capitalist society and that 
they, as ~vell as the extr.eme sensitiveness of capitalism to disturbance, would be absent if 

productive resources flowed .･･ either in unvarying or co~:ntinuously increasing quantities "' 
every year through substantially the same channels toward substantially the same goal->, or 
were prevented from doing so only by external influences." (Ibid., p. 87) 

' See ibid., p. 91. 
' Cf. "The entrepreneurial function itself is no~ confined to capitallst society." (Ibid., p. 

223) 
' He defines that " capitalism is that form of private property economy in which innovations 

are carried out by means of borro¥ved money, which in general, though not by logical necessi-
ty, implies credit creation." (Ibid., p. 223) 

' Cf. "In the institutional pattern of capitalism there is machinery, the presefece of which 
forms a'e essential characteristic of it, which makes it possible for people to function as entre-
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capitalism。　On　the　other　hand，he　is　quite　articulate　in　stating　that　credit

creation　renders　an　innovation　productive　of　those　changes　in　economic

quantities　associated　with　the　prosperity　phase　l　e．g．the　rise　in　prices　of

factors　of　production，the　rise　of　money　incomes＆nd　of　the　rate　of　interest，

and　so　on，　Signif1cantly　enough，he　goes　on　to　show　that　tわese　changes

will　be　absent　if　an　innovation　is　carried　out　by．means　of　savings　or，

under　socialism，by　an　administrative　order．　This　leaves　no　doubt　as　to

the　pivotal　sign五Hcance　of　67θ4舜　‘7θαあo％　in　connecting　business　cycles

withρapitalism．β秘面3屍∫hθo％Jy　J伽々9

　　　　1t　is　doubtful　that　Professor　Schumpeter　would　give　an　unequivocal

a伍rmative　to　this　question。　The　stature　of　his　analytical　scheme　implied

in　the　subtitle　of　his　books　we　already　quoted　leads　us　to　suspect　that　the

element　of　credit　creation　is　too　meagef　a　creature　to　staηd　alone　as　the

crucial　connecting　link．　Perhaps　we　are　not　asking　a　right　question．　It

may　be　that　in　Professor　Schumpeter7s　scheme　of　explanation　capitalism

and　business　cycles　are　related　in　such　a　way　as　not　tQ　permit　the　singling

out　of　distinct　connecting　links．　Iu　order　to　pursue　him，therefore，we

ha（i　better　reorient　ourselves　in　the　light　of　his　methodological　dictum．

The　starting　point　of　his　explanation（of　business　cycle　phenomena）is

succinctly　formulated　by　him　as　follows：If　we　observe　that　the　event
y’ business　cycles）　occurs　in　a　set　of　‘‘rea1”　phenomena　XF（capitalist

society），“it　will　not　necessarily　have　meaning　to　search　X　for　a　single

cause　of　r．”91t　is　desirable　rather　to　develop　a　conceptual　schema　X！，

by　which　to　handle　X，and　then　ask　the　question　whether　or　not　X／implies

the　occurrence　of　y，andwhichofthepropertiesofX／areresponsibleforit．
“There　is　always　meaning　to．．．（such　a）question．”10How　then　is　his

X／developed？
　　　　His　conceptual　schema　X／is，in　the　first　instance，embodied　in　the

theory　of　equilibrium．　This“gives　us，as　it　were，the　bare　bones　of

economic　logic　which，however　abstract　or　remote　from　real　life　it　may

be，yet　renders　indispensable　services　in　cleεしring　the　ground　for　rigorous

analysis。，，11　0r　it“supplies　us　with　the　simplest　co（1e　of　rules　according

preneurs　without　having　previously　acquire（l　the　necessary　means．”　（1δ54。，p．103．Itallcs

added，）

　　　Alsoげ．“We　shall　date　capitalism　as　far　back　as　the　eleme皿t　of　credit　creation．”
（乃54、，P．224）

　　　What　then　ls　credit　creation？It　is　the面ho6creation　of　the　means　of　payment　for　the

purpose　of　enabling　the　entrepreneur　to　bid　away　from　the　use　otherwise　destlned　those　factors

of　production　which　he　requires　for　carrying　out　his玉nnovation．　“The　shift五ng　of　the　factors　is

effected　not　by　the　withdrawal　of　funds＿‘cancelling　the　old　order’＿from　the　old五rms，

but　by　the　reduction　o葦the　purchaslng　power　of　existing　funds　which　are　left　with　the　old

五rmswhllenewlycreatedfundsareputatthedisp・sa1・fentrepreneurs．”（1δ54．，PP．1U－2）
　　9乃5d。，P．34．

　101房4．，　P．34．

　11乃昭．，P．68．
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to　which　the　system　will　respond．”12We　ar色familiar　with　the　concept

of　general　equilibrium，to　which　Professor　Schumpeter　proposes　no　funda－

mental　amendment．In　fact，as　if　to　accomodate　the　traditional　equilibrium

analysis，he　con価es，as　a　matter　of　hypothesis，the“innovating”activities

to惚四men，弼脚plants，an（1解⑳五rms　and　allows　the　traditional　analysis

to　have　maximum　applicability　in　describing　the　responses　to　innovation

by　oJ4firms　which　by　deGnition　do　not　resort　to‘7θα励θresponses．

　　　　The　theory　of　equilibrium窟then，constitutes　the　basic　mode　of　X’，

and　now　he　is＆ble　to　speak　of　the“卿6θε3吻of　starting　our　analysis　in

perfect　equilibrium”13and　to　maintain　that　the　test　of　a　theory（of

businesscycles）α5α∫％偽4佛θ惚♂ゆ伽α伽5α尉αご鱒掘・碗isthatit
be　able　to　show　at　least　the　possibility　of　a　cyclical　movement“3！αγ伽g

f70蜘αε緬‘吻ε∫画o偽αγy　process　in　which　all　the　steadying　forces　and

mechanisms　of　the　system　are　perfectly　intact．’，14He　rejects，therefore，

the　hypothesis　that　an　economic　system　could，without　any　particular“force”

impinging　upon　it，work　in　a　wavelike　fashion　merely　by　virtue　of　its

structure．151t　is　clearly　conceive（i　by　Professor　Schumpeter　that　equilibrium

mechanism　as　an　apparatus　of　response　does　not　by　itself　generate　cycles，

but　the　“force”　of　innovation　acts　intermittently　upon　…t　and，by

bringing　into　play　the　action　of　the　equilibrium　“force，”　causes　the

characteristic　features　of　the　business　cycle．

　　　　In　search　for　crucial　connecting　links　between　business　cycles　an（1

capitalism　other　than　credit　creation，we　pose　here　our　old　question：
Does　the　theory　of　equilibrium　represent　the4静θγθ銘磁砂θ‘が‘αof　capitalism？

If　the　apparatus　of　response　as　develope（i　by　the　theory　of　equilibrium　is

germane　to　any　type　of　economic　system，be　it　capitalistic　or　socialistic，it

cannot　serve　as　a‘7％6弼connecting　link　between　capitalism　an（1business

cycles，evenifiHs＆necessaryc・nditi・nf・rthe・ccurrence・fthe1＆tter・
　　　　Professor　Schumpeter　himself　is　consistenHn　refusing　to　use　the　term

capitalism　throughout　his　discussion　of　equilibrium．He　speaks　of“economic

sysetm，，，“economic　logic，”“economic　process，，，and“economic　organism2”

and　strongly　suggests　the　possibility　of　using　the　purest　form　of　equilibrium

analysis　as　a　starting　point　of　economic　analysis　for　any　type　of　society

or　even　of　individual　household．　To　the　extent　he　actually　does　this　he　is

divesting　his　X／of　the　peculiar　marks　of　Xand　forcing　himself　moreand

　121扉4．，p．68．Alsoげ．　“Our　understanding　of　the　wαy　in　which　the　economic　organism
reacts　to　any　given　new　event　is　unavoidably　base（i　upon　our　understanding　of　those　equihbrium

relations．”　（1玩4．，P，68）

　181扉d．，p．83，italics　added．

　コ“砺d．，P．182，italicsadded．

　15See弼d．，p．180，the　first　paragraph．　Alsoげ．“The　business　cycles　with　which　we　are
concemed　　　are　not　analogous　to　the　oscillation　of　an　elastic　string　or　membrane4．．which，
。ncesetlnモ5’m。ti。n，w。uld，butf・rfricti・n，9・。ninde価tely．．．becausetheyareduet・
the　intermittent　actまon　of　the　‘force’of　innovation，by　which　the　action　of　the　e（1uilibhum

‘force，is　each　time　brought　into　play。”（乃54。，p。175）
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more to rely, for establishing the connection between X and Y, upon 
either the segregated factors of innovation and credit creation or the 
unformulated interstitial conditions of X. That he dates the phenomenon 
of business cycles as far back as credit creation ... that he conceives of it in 

terms of multiple cycles ... that for him there does not exist periodicity in 

the .usual sense of the term ... all these flow out Of his segregation of 
particular factors which are theoretically made responsible for the occurrence 

of Y. It appears, then, that on his own admission his X/ transcends 
the institutional limitations of X and furthermore is not directly responsible 

for the phenomenon of Y. Thus, in the final analySis, we seem to be left 
with only one crucial connecting link ; i.e., credit creation. 

Such logical distillation of Professor Schumpeter's theory as presented 
above commits, of course, many oversimplifications in the process. Readers 

who take trouble in studying his volumes will find appeals made in numerous 

places to specific conditions of capitalism for the explanation of various 

aspects of the business cycle phenomena.16 But his is not meant to be an 
eclectic theory ¥vhich allows piecemeal explanation for individual aspects 

of the problem. We are led by his own methodological prescription tO 
expect from him a simple and elegant skeleton-structure of a, theory of 
business cycles. That he succeeds in constructin*" it through the formula-

tion of a conceptual schema (X/) may ¥vell be conceded. However, the 
crucial question, the answer to which remains in doubt, is whether he 
abstracts succesfedly such X/ out of X as is at once ditferentia specifica of 

X onrd the exploneatory tool of Y. Doubt is cast, in other words, as to 
whether he succeeded in followin*" his own methodological prescription! 
It may be questioned, however, if the theory of equilibrium is as neutral 
to institutional specifcations as he seemingly implies. One may argue 

*' ror example, as regards the clustering of innovation, which aggravates the initial distur-
bance and "eerforces a disti,tct process of adaptatiau " (ibid., p. 101), we find him saying : 

･ If action in order to carry them (major innovations) out were equally open to all as soon 
as they became technically and commercially possible (which will be the case under socialism), 
those disequilibria would not be different from, and not more serious than, those which arise 
currently from changes in data and are currently absorbed without very great difficulties and 
without ' revolutions ' or upheavals." (Ibid. p. 97. Insertions mine.) 

It may also be pointed out that the proposition that the igniting innovation strikes the 
svstem around the neighborhood of equilibrium and also the proposition that entrepreneurial 
activities slacken because of the impossibility of calculating costs and recelpts in a satisfactory 

way are, aside from the question of their validity, founded on the implied horizon and economic 
rationality of bourgeoisie. 

Also cf. "Our argument rests on (abstractions from) historical facts which may turn 
out to belong to an epoch that is rapidly passing . . . We assume not only private property 
and private initiative but a definite type of both ; not only money, banks, and banking credit 

but also a certain attitude, moral code, business tradition, and ' usage ' of the banking 
community ; above all, a spirit of the industrial bourgeoisie and a schema of motivation which 
withln the world of giant concerns . . . and within modern attitudes of the public mind rs 
rapidly losing both its scope and its meaning." (Ibid., pp. 144-5) 
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that the theory is nothing but an abstraction of the capitalistic apparatus 

of response par excelle,ece, and that being a refined abstraction of a 
one-sided phase, it possesses an appearance of generality and may actually 

permit a limited application beyond the confines of capitalism. One may 
go on along this line of interpretation, and say that the methodical 
avoidance by Professor Schumpeter of associating the equilibrium analysis 
with capitalism is dictated more by his theoretical zeal as such than by 
any positive endorsement on his part of the institutional neutrality of the 

equilibrium analysis. We may recall his apt simile that "cycles are not, 
like tonsils, separable things that might be treated by themselves, but 
are, Iike the beat of the heart, of the essence of the organism that 
displays them." 17 If by "the organism " he means, as he must, a capitalist 
society, it is difiicult, indeed, not to associate his basic theoretical apparatus 

of response with the specificity of that organism. If we are correct in 
thus reading between his lines, it must still be emphasized that Professor 

Schumpeter fails to demonstrate with sufficient explicitness how his 
explanatory tools of Y flow necessarily from the differe,etia specifica of X. 

When the fall of an apple was explained not simply in terms of its 
ripeness or the blowing wind but also in terms of gravitation, it marked 

an important step in the progress of physical science. The terra firma in 
the realm of social science is a prevailing and relatively intransmutable 

setup of society. Apparent permanence of any social setup leads one often 
to take for granted the specificity of the conditions which prevail under it. 

Science, which takes nothing for granted, is called upon to reveal, if true, 

the inflrmity of the terr(1 firma or, again if true, the transient specificity 

of capitalist society. The degree to which critical search in this respect is 

needed differs according to the types of problem we investigate. The 
recognition that the problem of business cycles is one of those problems 
which require the revelation of its connection to the specificity of capitalist 

society is the reputed strength of Professor Schumpeter's theory. If his 
theory is found to leave still much to be desired, the explanation may be 

that his approach is frow~ busileess cycles to c(lpitalism and that due to the 

complexity of the intermediate links the consummate synthesis is too much 

to hope for. In contrast to his theory, we shall now examine that of 
Karl Marx, whose approach may be said to be the opposite of ' Professor 
Schumpeter's, namely, from capit(llism to busileess cycles. 

II 

Marx concerned himself principally with the basic analysis of the 

ll bid., Preface, p. v 
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dynamics　of　capitalist　society－a　subject　matter　which　ls　much　wider　in

scope　than　the　majority　of　modem　economists　would　care　to　deal　with。

The　fact　that　his　theory　of　crises　evolved　itself　on　this　wide　base　as

pertaining，not　to　accidental　abnormalities，but　to　normal　course　of　economic

development　is　the　reason　for　our　special　interest　in　the　contribution　of

］Marx，

　　　Although　Marx　placed　a　great　deal　of　emphasis　on　the　phenomenon

of　crisis，or　the　periodical　breakdown，he　was　hardly　less　articulate　in

speaking　of　recurrent“industrial　cycles，”by　which，there　seems　to　be　rlo

question，he　meant　whαt　we　have　since　become　accustomed　to　call“the

business　cycle．，’　But　if　we　figuratively　represent　the　unfolding　of　a　theory

as　consisting　of　a　hierarchy　of　levels　of　abstraction　ascending　from　the

most　abstract　base　of　essentials　to　the　height　of　manifoldly　concrete

phenomena，Marx　would　place　the　phenomenon　of　business　cycles　nearer
the　top．　Between　this　latter　and　the　basic　characteristics　of　capitalism　he

would　make　intervene　numerous　steps　of　approximation　only　a　few　of
which　he　attempted　to　elucidate．　If　at　a11，his　contribution　lay　nearer

as　regards　the　base　than　as　regards　the　top．　In　other　words，the　direction

of　his　approach　is∫グo粥‘α舛α面8郷∫o伽3伽θε36y‘♂o＆　It　is　his　methodo－

10gical　prescription　that　the　general　conditions　of　cyclical　phenomena　be

demonstrated　as　developing　out　of　the　general　conditions　of　the　capitalist

mo｛ie　of　production．　How　then　does　Marx　formulate　the　defining
characteristics　of　capitalist　society？

　　　Toward　the　end　of　the　third　volume　ofαψ吻J　we　find　him　sum－

marizing　such　characteristics　into　two　foci：18

　　　　　　　（1）The　prevailing　and　determining　character　of　its　products　is

　　　　　　　　　　　　that　of　being‘o勉粥04髭6θε．

　　　　　　　（2）The　productlon　of錫7μ粥　7α伽θis　the　direct　aim　and
　　　　　　　　　　　　determining圭ncentive　of　production。

　　　　These　we　may　take　as　our　starting　point　and　try　to　pursue　their

necessary　implication　in　the　direction　of　further　concretization，　By　way

of　caution，it　may　be　remarked　that　the　two　italicized　expressions　above

must　be　registered　in　our　mind　in　their　sp6cific　Marxi＆n　context．Marx

would　maintain　that　under　all　stages　of　society’s　development　human　labor

confronts　itself　with　nature　and　man－made　means　of　production　to　produce

the　means　of　consumption，りut　that　the．institutional　form　which　this
confrontation　takes　diHlers　according　to　diHlerent　stages　of　history，and　that

‘o粥働od吻is　a　product　of　human　labor　taking　one　particular　instltutional

form．　Likewise　with　the　concept　of5％7p伽εワα如θ．　Marx　would　say　that

beyoud　a　certain　stage　in　the　development　of　productivity　human　labor　is

capable　of　producing　surplus　above　the　goods　necessary　for　his　subsistence，

18Karl　Marx，Cα躍α」，VoL　III，Kerr　edition，pp．1025－7。
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but that the form which the surplus assumes and the way in which it is 
distributed differs according to different stages of history, and that surplus 

value is one particular institutional form of such a surplus occurring in 

one stage of society's development. 
Of the two characteristics mentioned above, the first provide~;~ back-

ground for what Marx calls " the possibility of crisis." The commodity 
production as such pertains not solely to a capitalist society ; but by 
acquiring a prevailil~g and determi,ei,eg character, it forms a general 

background for the basic elements of capitalistic econornic transactions. 
The implications of the commodity production may best be elucidated in its 

contrast to the barter economy. 
Barter economy can schematically be decornposed into a unit process 

of P1~P2 ; that is to say, the Product I is directly exchanged with the 
Product 2. The latter is the aim achieved by parting with the Product L 
Further, the connotation is reversible ; for the person who parts with the . 

Product 2, the Product I is the end. The commodity economy, on the 
other hand, calling forth by its very nature the prevalent use of the 
general value form (money), splits this simple process of P1~P~ into two, i.e. 

C1~M and l~LC2 (in which C denotes a commodity and M money). M 
appears to be only an intermediary. But let us scrutinize what this implies. 

The producer of CL now produces it for the market where he expects to 
exchange it for money. He has no idea who wants it and how much 
of it is wanted. Communal decision or social consideration no longer shapes 

or supercedes his individual policy. The external world outside him 
presents itself only in the shape of a demand curve, as it were. Still it 

remains that his aim is definitely to acquire C2. The movement which 
was started by the entrance of C1 into the market cannot come to rest 
until it ends in the acquisition of Cz by the producer of C1' But once 
he sells his C1 for M, he is under no compulsion to buy C2 immediately, 
nor from the person to whom he sold C1' He can bring Mhome, w:ait for' 
a few months, go to a neighboring town, and buy Cz with M. In other 
words, M "splits." 19 the process of C1~C2 both temporally and spatially. 

" In using the transitive verb for M, we commit an oversimplification. C* appears from the 

backstage of workshop into the stage of the market, where plenipotentiary M directs it hither 
ahd thither. After it undergoes a metamorphosis into M:, it makes an exit again into the 

backstage never to come back. But M constantly reappears on the stage, and seems to string 
a series of commodities into a chain ed itefueitum. Thus the "continuity of the movement is 
sustained by the money alone . . . . . . . the result of the circulation of commodities assumes the 
appearance of having been effected, not by means of a change in the form of commoditie~, 
but thanks to the function of money as medium of circulation ... money seeming to set passive 

commodlties in motion, transfering them from the hands in which they are not use-values ihto 
the ,hands in which they are use-values. Although, therefore, the movement of the money 'is * 
merefy an expression of the circulation of commodities, it seems as if, convef~el)', t~~ cir-

cplation of commodities were only the outcome of the movement 'of the mpney." (Capital, 

Vol. I. Pauls' ed. pp. 94-5) This point is especially important, because the fetish illusion of 
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And if the interval of time between the two complementary phases of the 
process, Cl~M-C2, becomes too great, if the cleavage between the sale and 

the purchase becomes too pronounced, the essential unity of the process 
asserts itself convulsively by producing a crisis. Thus arises the first 
possibility of crises.20 Further elaborations on the first possibility are added 

as Marx makes more concrete his discussion of money ; for example, the 
function of money as " a means of payment," i.e. the function of acting 
as the measure of value and the realization of value at two differe,et 
moments, strengthens and concretizes the possibility. However, we shall 
not here pursue the chain of complications which follow this starting point ; 

instead, we turn now to the second basic characteristic of capitalism and 

its relation to the phenomenon of crisis. 
The second characteristic, the production of surplus value as the 

direct aim and determining incentive of production, can be telescoped into 

the unit movement of capitalist production schematized by Marx as : 

M C C M! (M!=M+AM) 
A capitalist starts with money capital, M, buys means of production, C. 
(including labor power), manufactures his product, C', and sells the same in 

exchange for M!. Unless M! is larger than M, the movement loses its 
basic raisove d'~tre ; in fact, the maximization of AM in relation to M is its 

direct aim. The movement starts with Mand ends with M/, quantitatively 
different but qualitatively identical. This permits the goal M! of the 
process (M-C-C/_M/) to become immediately a new starting point, making it 
possible structurally to satisfy the self-perpetuating tendency for aggrandize-

ment through the successive repetition of the process. Then there arises 
the possibility of treating such successive series of unit processes over time, 

each of which is conditioned by the specific time of turnover, as being 
composed of two unbroken series of M and M/ which connect each point 
of time with a specific value of AM. The unity of the process Cl~M-C2, 
achieved through having as an objective a consumers' good which by its 
very nature drops out of economic circulation, is now shattered. The 
apparent unity in the process of M-C-C!_M; is an abstraction, having no 
10nger a restraining force as a unit process, because it is in the very 
nature of M, which is the goal of this process, to remain in circulation 

to fulfil its function of increasing its own value. 

It is an essential aspect of capitalistic specificity, according to Marx, 

that the determinin"> consideration which governs its (capitalism's) unit 

M being the culprit for all the evils of the exchange economy and the consequent advocacy of 
monetary measures as necessary and sufi~clent stems out of the failure to realize the importance 
of the context within which alone M can operate. The root, Marx would say, Iies in the 
commodity economy itself. 

" Marx stresses the point that it is as yet only a po;sibllity and warns against J. S. Mill's 
attempt to explain crisls by Its possibllity. . 
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processistheuninterruptedexpansion・f躍，an曲・’thesatisfacti・nof
social　needs．21　Therefore，the　conditions　which　promote　or　hinder　the

success　of　such　expansion　constitute　the　subject　matter　of　essential　signi－

ficance．This　may　be　divided　into　two　aspects　which　are“separable　logically

as　well　as　by　time　and　space”122namely，（1）the　conditions　of　the押o伽6一

’5・銘・fsurplusvalueand（2）th・se・fits7θα」62α’乞・銘．The丘rstisconcemed

with　the　process　of　production　itself　while　the　second　is　the　problem　of

sale．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　。

　　　（1）　The　conditions　of　the　production　of　surplus　value　are　in　the

main　technological　and　permit　the　direct　improvement　at　the　han（i　of　in－

dividual　capitalist．The　determining　motive　of　capitalist　production丘nds　its

expression　in　the　constant　effort　on　the　part　of　individual　capitalists　to　im－

prove　the　technique　of　product呈on。From　the　standpoint　of　society　as　a

whole，the　limitation　to　the　production　of　surplus　value　lies　in　the　number

of　working　population　an（i　the　level　of　technological　knowledge，　But　the

objective　consequence　of　this一‘capitalistic，3（in　B6hm－Bawerkian　sense）

development，abstracting　for　the　moment　from　the　problem　of　ef壬ective
demand，臼is　the　falling　tendency　oHhe　rate　of　profit。This　is　visualized

by　Marx　as　an　immanent∫θ％4㈱‘ッrooted　in　the　capitalist　mode　of　pro－

duction　itself．If　the　pursuit　of　the　aim　of　profit　maximization　leads

necessarily　to　the　greater　an（i　greater　use　of　machinery，if　this　in　tum

五nds　its　expression　inevitably　in　the　falling　tendency　in　the　ratio　of∠M

to　the　employ・ed　capita1，a．vicious　circle　is　already　evident。　The　falling

tendency　naturally　evokes　reactions　to　counteract　it　　　reactions　which

are　not　necessarily　free　of　boomrang　effect．　But　once　the　tendency　becomes

actuality，an（i　the　rate　of　pro五t　does　fa11，the　motive　power　of　the　system

receives　a　setback　and　the　process　of　accumulation　suffers．It　is　evident，if

such　is　the　case，that　expansion　can　neither　be　smooth　nor　go　on　inde一

五nitely．

　　　　（2）　The　conditions　of　theρ70面‘拓o％of　surplus　value，however，are

only　one　side　of　the　shield．The　conditions　of　its7θαZ6ε面o錫must　now

be　examined。It　is　characteristic　under　c＆pitalism　that　claims　on　goods

are　derived　not　as　a　function　of　status　as　in　a　feudal　society，　nor　as　a

function　of　actual　needs　as　in　the　economy　of　an　individual　family，but

as　a　function　of　factor　payments　which　are　contracted　or　expanded　in

accordance　with　the　ebb　and　flow　of　profit－seeking　activities　of　capitalists．

It　is　a　corollary　of　this　capitalistic　speciHcity　th＆t　the　aggregate　size　of

such　claims　emerges　as　a　result　of　atomistic　decision　on　the　part　of　in－

　　21（了．“The　expansion　or　contraction　of　production，。．is　determined　by　profit　and　by　the
proportion　of　this　profit　to　the　employed　capita1．．。instead　of　being　determine（i　by　the
relation　of　production　to　social　wants・The　capitalist　mode　of　production　comes　to　a　standstlll
at　a　point　determined　by　the　production　and　realization　of　prQ五tr　not　by　the　satisねction　of
social　needs．”　（（池ρ髭α」，　III，　p。　303）

　　22伽4．，P．286．
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dividua1，capitalistsandthuscann・tbec・ntr・11eddirectlyasanaggregate．
In　the　eyes　of　individual　capltalists　in　whose　hands　lies　the　a11－imp6rtant

decision　as　to　the　expansion　or　contraction　of　economic　activities　the

conditions　governing　the　rea11zation　of　their　surplus　value　apPear　in　the

guise　of　a　natural　law　standing　outside　their　controL

　　　　Thus　the　inherent　tendency　in　capitalism　to　expand　production　and

to　improve　productivity　both　in　the　interests　of　proHt　maximization，
while　incidentally　exerting　a　relatively　downward　pressure　on　cost－factor

payments，is　confronted　with　a　bas玉s　of　realization　which　is　no　single
capitalist’s　business　to　expand　except　incidentally　to　his　action　in　pursuance

of　pro五t　maximization．　Therefore，this　inherent　tendency　leads　inevitably

to　frantic　competition　among　capitalists　for　markets　who　expend　a　huge

sum　as　selling　cost　and　burst　out　of　the　bounds　of　a　national　economy，

seeking　forever　the　expanding　market　abroad．

　　　　Such　a　reasoning　forms　a　background　for　Mαrx，s　famed　dictum：23

　　　　“The　iast　cause　of　all　real　crises　always　remains　the　poverty　and　restricted

　　consumption　of　the　masses　as　compared　to　the　tendency　of　capitalist　production

　　to　develop　the　productive　forces　in　such　a　way　that　only　the　absolute　power

　　of　consumption　of　the　entire　society　would　be　their　limit。”

　　　　In　short，we　have，on　the　one　hand，th6tendency，partaken　by　each

capitalist　independently，to　enlarge　the　production　of6／　1・egardless　of　the

fεし11in　the　value　of　the　product　and　of　the　size　of4ルf　contained　in　（7ノ；

while，on　the　other　hand，each　capitalist　seeks　not　only　to　preserve　the

v＆1ue　of　the　existing　capital　but　also　to　expand　it　by　realizing　a11・the∠ルf

he　produces。Herein　Marx　finds　the　basic　contradiction　of　the　capitalist

mode　of　production　which　tends　constantly　to　upset　the　harmonious
development　of　production．　Capitalist　production　is　continually　engaged　in

the　attempt　to　overcome　this　barrier　of　harmony，but　it　is　inherent　in　it

that　it　overcomes　it　only　by　means　which　again　place　the　same　barrier　in　its

way　in　a　more　formidable　size．The　solution，therefore，has　to　be　forcibly

brought　about　by　a　breakdown　whi“h　through　the　destruction　of　values

and　the　disemployment　of　resources　works　toward　the　restoration　of　the
objectively　balanced　relations．　The6犯召7舜α扉あ’y　of　crisis　is　thus　unfolded

out　of　the　second　of　the　basic　characteristics　of　capitalism．

　　　　There　still　remain　many　a　link　before　we　com6even　to　the　point　of

concretion　where　Marx　left　off。24　But　we　have　trace（i　far　enough　Marx，s

　231扉4・，III，p。568．

　2‘FQr　instance，with　the　appearance　of　interest－bearing　capita1，the　above　movement
sublimates　itself　into　the　simple　process　of・孫Mノ．　Then　the　movement　of14as　mo皿ey　capital

develops　its　own　autonomous　laws　an（i　does　not　remain　entirely　passive　to　the　movement　of

an　indlvidual　capital　each　indlvidually　deterfnined　thrQugh　the　m＆ximization　principle　and　the

given　material　conditions，Further　on，the　developement　of　credlt　mechanism　increases　the

degree　of　freedom　wlth　which　componeut　units　of　social　reproduction　can　move　about．　It　lends

wings　to　them，partly　aggravating　an（1partly　rect三fying　the　disequilibrating　tendency．
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method of developing the concrete from the abstract, so that we may now 
appraise the contrasting aspects of the two theories under discussion. 

III 

It may be said, as was suggested earlier, that Professor Schumpeter's 

approach was from business cycles to capitalism whereas Marx's was the 
reverse, from capitalism to business cycles ; and it may be maintained on 

that ground that their theories are largely complementary and that 
whatever differences there may be between them have to be discounted in 
view of the historically different intellectual milieus and the difl:erent 
apparatuses of analysis. However, the point of contrast thus far indicated 
are sufficiently far-reaching not to preclude the possibility of conflict 

between the two theories. As a preliminary to the formulation of a 
basic distinguishing feature, if any, between the two, we may enumerate 
fust a number of specific contrasting points on the commensurate plane 
which flow rather obviously out of our exposition above. 

( I ) Professor Schumpeter works on the hypothesis of an intermittent 

" orce " impinging on the otherwise stationary process, whereas Marx leaned 
more on the hypothesis picturin*" cycles as akin to self-perpetuating waves 

of adaptation.25 

( 2 ) Related to the above is Professor Schumpeter's tendency to regard 

the business cycle as a primary and logically pure phenomenon which 
manifests itself on the surface of complex reality only as a teledevtcy. 
Marx, in contrast, regarded it as a projection, on a restricted plane, of 

varied complex phenomena, basically conditioned by, but so remotely 
separated from, the essential characteristics of capitalism that intermediate 

links of explanation were not amenable to nice theoretical formulation. 

(3) Another contrasting point may be cited as regards the dating 
of the historical beginning of the cycle. Professor SFhumpeter goes as far 

back as the occurrence of credit creation. Marx's criterion is much 
more structural. He writes : 

" his peculiar course of modern industry (a decennial cycle interrupted by 

'* f. "As the heavenly bodies, once thrown into a certain definite motion, always repeat 
this, so is it ¥b'ith social production as soon as it is once thrown into this movement of alter-

nate expansion and contraction. Effects, in their turn, become causes, and the varying 
accidents of the whole process, which always reproduces its own conditions, take on the form 
of penodicrty " (Capatal I Torr ed., p. 647) 

As Engels phrased it : "Every element which ¥1'orks against a repetition of the old 
crises, carries the gern:1* of a far more trerrendous future crisis in itself." (Capital, 111, p. 575, 
f n) 

Also cf. "A crisis is always the starting point of a large amount of new investment. 
Therefore it also constitutes, from the point of view of society, more or less of a new material 

basis for the next cycle of turnover." (Capital, II, p. 211) 
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smaller oscillations), which occurs in no earlier period of hurnan history, was 
also impossible in the childhood of capitalist production. . . We begin to witness 

that ever-recurring cycle only when mechanized industries thrust their roots 
deeply in the national economy and began to have over~vhelming influence 
upon it, and through such development foreign trade acquired more prominence 
over internal commerce, Ieading to the extension of world market over wide 
areas of America, Asia, and Australia, and also when the number of mutually 
competing industrial nations grew fairly large." 26 

He considers these conditions to have been more or less satisfied around 
1820.27 

In the final analysis, however, these points of contrast, though sig-
nificant in themselves, are corollaries of the difference which is more 
fundamental. This difference, in short, Iies in the extent to which the 
distinctive implications of capitalist society are explicitly brought out and 

the manner in which they are made responsible for the phenomenon of 
business cycles. To elaborate on this point, it will be convenient to avail 

ourselves of the language used by Dr. Lange in comparing Marxian 
economics with modern economic theory.28 He formulated the problem in 
terms of data and variables in economic theory, contending that Marx's 
success in long-run prognostications was due to his particular attention to 

the treatment of his data. Or, phrased otherwise, Marx regarded as 
variables of his system that which is generally considered as "given " 
data by modern economists. To a de.gree, such a contrast holds true 
between Marx and Professor Schumpeter. However, it is quite possible 
that two theories with differing horizons come to the same thing when 
10gical distillation is carried through. Conflict in theory exists if one 
contends a certain system of variables. A, B, and C, to be sufficielet for 
the explanation of a certain phenomenon, while the other insists that 
another variable D is eeecessary for the explanation of the same phenomenon. 
Marx's explanation of business cycles depe,uded ole the i,eclasio,c of certain 

institutional factors into the category of variables the inclusion 
which is not essential for Professor Schumpeter's explanation. Not to 
make explicit the specific institutional characteristics of capitalism was, 

for Marx, to give up the very task of e)(plaining the phenomenon of 

" apital, I, Torr ed. , p. 647. The second sentence in this quotation does not seem to 
appear except in the 1873 French (Marx editing) and the 1935 Russian editions of Capital, 
but is reproduced in Das Kapital, 111, The Marx-1~:_ngels-Lenin Institute editlon, Nachtr~ge 

zum I. Band. "America " is omitted from this last source, but is apparently to be found in 
the Russian edition according to Varga's World ~conomic Crises, I, 1937 (in Russian), p. 4. 
The French edition (Paris, 1873) was not available for consultation. 

" In speaking of the decade of the 1820's in his preface to the second edition of Capital (Vol. 

I), Marx wrote : "Modern industry itself was only just emerging from the age of childhood. 
as is shown by the fact that with the crisis of 1825 it for the first time opens the periodic 
cycle of its modern life." (Capital, I, Torr ed., xxiii) 

*' Reviel~, of ~co,tomic Studies, June 1935. 
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business　cycles．　Professor　Schumpeter，on　the　other　hand，carries　out

Grstthepr・cess・fabstracti・n・ncapitalistpr・cess　theabstrati・n
which　would，according　to　Marx，necessarily　involve　the　throwing＆way
of　those　elements　which　are　responsible　for　crises　　　and　then　loads　the

responsibility　for　cyclical　phenomena，not　on　the　institutional　characteris－

tics，but　on　the　act　of　innovation　which　in　itself　transcerlds　the　institutional

speciHcity．
　　　In　conclusion，it　must　be　state（i　that　the　Professor　Schumpeter，s　edi五ce，

th・ughsupP・rtedandembellishedbyc・mtlessreferencest・c・ncretedetails
of　capitalist　society，reduces　itself　logically　to　a　theory　which　falls　short

of　establishing　a　necessary　connection　between　capitalism　an（i　business

cycles，whereas　the　sp＆dework　wh量ch　Marx　carried　out　a　century　ago
remains　unchα11enged　an（i　little　improved。　On　the　occasion　of（iiscussing

the　significance　of　Marxian　economics　for　presentヤday　economic　theory，a

modem　economist　said　not　so　long　ago：

　　　　“In　so　far　as　the　general　methodological　principle　is　concemed　any　effectlve

　　　extension　of　a　theoretical　system　beyond　its　old　frontier　represe紅ts　a　real

　　　scientific　progress。，，29

　　　　1t　is　in　this　light　that　we　have　re－examined　the　two　authors　who　are

c。incidentallyj・inedin1883by・ne’sdeathandan・ther’sbirth・

29W．Leontief，且，πθ75‘㈱E‘0730痴‘R魏乞σ，March1938，Supplement，p．8，




